Omnigo Supports Your

INVESTIGATION
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
At Omnigo, we’re well aware of how important it is to have immediate access
to the data you need most – especially when every second counts.
Investigation Case Management eliminates the time and manual workload
involved with extracting information from mobile devices.

Easily Create a
GPS Timeline

Eliminate Manual
Workload

Multiple Ways to
Search for Info

See the Big
Picture

All captured GPS data is
plotted on a Google map
making it easy to see when
and where someone was
located, search within
specific time frames, or
map data points.

Rather than having to
wait for your forensic
team to parse the data
for you, you can access
an easy-to-understand
view of mobile data
within minutes.

Multiple searching
options make it easy to
find data in phone logs,
contacts, text messages,
and browser history.

With quick, convenient
access to so much
information, it’s easy for
investigators to track
trends and uncover
potential connections.

COMMUNICATE A CLEAR, STRAIGHTFORWARD
STORY OF THE CRIME SCENE
Collect and Manage All Digital
Evidence in a Single Place

Create a Full Chain
of Custody

Enhance Security and Ensure the
Right People See the Right Things

Store traditional, structured
records data and all multimedia
together in one place, ensuring
you meet regulatory standards,
and data can be easily found,
viewed, and expunged.

Create a full audit trail and place
monitoring and logging
mechanisms to ensure evidence
is handled correctly with a
complete chain of custody.

Security control measures help
make sure only the people who
should see the evidence can view
it, including outside sources.

omnigo.com

COLLECT AND MANAGE ALL DIGITAL EVIDENCE IN A
SINGLE PLACE
The customizable dashboard allows you to easily view:
 Recently accessed cases
Important pictures of evidence that you pinned
List of cases you have access to – cases can be filtered by investigator,
case, date, crime charge, or person’s name, with options for more
advanced filtering
Timeline that shows a color-coded chronological list of all case events

DIGITAL EVIDENCE
Once digital evidence has been added to your case in the system, you can
easily view and sort by folders and easily navigate between digital files.
 Data can be filtered by folder name, uploaded by, uploaded between
these dates, category, and file type
 Request monitor allows you to see what you’ve asked for and what
you’ve received access to
 Redact photos and PDFs
 Burn CDs
 Annotate files

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
Our secure, all-in-one automated system manages the entire physical
evidence process. Look up evidence and verify chain of custody with unique
barcodes assigned to each item or group of items packaged together.
Users can also systematically tag digital information to an
incident or case.
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EASILY SEARCH AND ORGANIZE DATA
Folders and filter functions make it easy to easily find and retrieve data,
even when you have thousands of files. Filtering functionality also allows
you to filter by where the file is coming from.

MOBILE APP
Our user-friendly mobile app allows users to upload and manage evidence
from virtually any location, ensuring the chain of custody. Features include
recording interviews, converting photos of handwritten documents into text,
transcribing both audio and video, and easily searching through content.

CREATE A FULL CHAIN OF CUSTODY
With Investigation Case Management, you never need to worry about data
breaches or internal errors. The CJIS-certified, cloud-based server backs up
evidence in several places and has security-control measures in place to
ensure the right people see the right things.
Unlike many similar alternatives, Investigation Case Management makes it
easy for users to maintain the chain of custody and easily see who:
 Created the file
 Uploaded the file
 Updated the file
 Accessed the file

All evidence is collected and managed in one centralized digital ecosystem,
ensuring it’s handled correctly and in the right hands.

ENHANCE SECURITY AND ENSURE THE RIGHT PEOPLE
SEE THE RIGHT THINGS
Users fully control the handling, possession, and custody of all evidence.
Easily share digital evidence with multiple constituencies, including police
officers, prosecutors, court staff, and defense attorneys – in a chain of
custody, keeping record of who received what information and at what time.
 Easily share evidentiary files with multiple constituencies in a chain of custody
that automatically records who received what information and what time
 Request files from other agencies or departments
 Track tasks among multiple shareholders
 Track who downloads any files or evidence and why they downloaded it
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Investigation & Case Management includes Omnigo Digital Evidence
software, powered by QueTel. Click to learn more about our digital
evidence solution.

ABOUT OMNIGO
For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been the preferred
choice for law enforcement, education, healthcare, gaming, hospitality, and
corporate enterprises. Currently, Omnigo’s solutions are used by over 2,000
customers in 20 different countries. At Omnigo, we’re committed to helping
customers secure their organizations’ property, control operational costs, and
ensure the safety of the general public.
We believe our customers deserve the best support available to protect their
people, assets, and brand. We also understand how challenging it can be to
protect the community without the proper resources. We’re here to arm users
with the best tools in the industry. With a team that includes former law
enforcement, first responders, and other public safety professionals, we’re
uniquely qualified to understand exactly what our customers need to protect
their community.

LEARN MORE OR
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com
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